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This review fo uses on physi s of the ooling zones behind radiative
sho ks and the emission line diagnosti s that an be used to infer physi al onditions
and mass loss rates in jets from young stars. Spatial separations of the ooling zones
from the sho k fronts, now resolvable with HST, and re ent eviden e for C-sho ks
have greatly in reased our understanding of how sho ks in out ows intera t with
the surrounding medium and with other material within the ow. By ombining
multiple epo h HST images, one an reate `movies' of ows like those produ ed
from numeri al odes, and learn what kinds of instabilities develop within these
systems.
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1.

Introdu tion

Emission lines from Herbig-Haro obje ts have been known to arise from
the ooling regions behind sho k waves for some time (e.g. S hwartz,
1983). These sho ks form as material emerges from a ollimated jet and
intera ts with previously eje ted gas and with the surrounding medium.
The sho k speeds are low enough and the densities high enough that the
sho ked gas ools by radiating emission lines, a type of sho k known as
a radiative sho k. The line emission is extremely useful be ause it onstrains the temperatures, densities, ionization fra tions, and kinemati s
in jets.
To use the observations to their fullest one must understand the
physi s of radiative sho ks under onditions appropriate for HH ows.
Many reviews of sho k physi s and HH obje ts exist throughout the
literature, so this paper will fo us on spe i topi s of urrent interest,
su h as mass loss rates, pre ursors, magneti elds, and motions. An
ex ellent review of astrophysi al sho ks is given by Draine & M Kee
(1993), and a thorough summary of HH history and urrent resear h has
just been ompiled by Reipurth & Bally (2001). In addition, Hartigan
et al. (2000a) summarize how sho ks an be used to understand HH
ows, and Eislo el et al. (2000) review the status of observations of
these systems.
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2.

2.1.

Physi s of Radiative Sho ks

Jump Conditions

The most familiar type of sho k (a so- alled `J' or jump-sho k) is one
where the ow variables undergo a dis ontinuous hange at some interfa e, and the entropy of the uid in reases as material ows through the
interfa e. The presho k and postsho k material are ea h hara terized
by (i) a gas pressure P, (ii) temperature T, (iii) magneti eld B, (iv)
density n, and (v) velo ity V with respe t to the sho k. These ten variables are related to one other by equations of state in the (i) presho k
and (ii) postsho k material, onservation of (iii) mass, (iv) momentum,
and (v) energy a ross the sho k, and (vi) a requirement that the uid is
tied to eld lines. Four more equations are needed to solve the system,
and these are spe i ed by the presho k velo ity, density, magneti eld,
and temperature (equivalently the Ma h number M = V/C , where C2
= kT/m is the sound speed, the ratio of spe i heats, and m is the
average mass of the in ident atoms).
In the non-magneti ase, if the subs ripts 1 and 2 refer to the
presho k and postsho k gas, respe tively, then the energy, momentum,
and mass equations an be ombined to a quadrati equation for the
ompression fa tor C a ross the sho k, whose solution is (e.g. Draine
& M Kee, 1993)
S
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for a solar omposition ( = 0.61). For nonmagneti oblique sho ks,
the omponent of motion along the interfa e is onserved a ross the
sho k, so the sho k velo ity is simply the omponent of the velo ity
normal to the sho k.
The magneti ase is onsiderably more ompli ated, and the solutions depend upon the angle of the eld relative to surfa e of the sho k
(see Draine & M Kee, 1993). For the ase where the omponent of the
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eld perpendi ular to the sho k is zero, equation (1) be omes a ubi ,
but an be fa tored to
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The solution of equations (4) and (5) is
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whi h redu es to equation (1) in the limit of small magneti elds
(M ! 1). If one rede nes the Ma h number in terms of the fast
magnetosoni speed V = (C 2 + V 2 )0 5 , then C depends on the Ma h
number in a similar way to the nonmagneti ase (Fig. 1).
A

F

2.2.

:

S

A

Cooling

The equations in the previous se tion only solve for onditions immediately behind the sho k front. Further downstream the gas typi ally
be omes denser as it ools and radiates emission lines. However, if the
density in the sho ked gas is low enough or the gas is so hot that
most abundant elements are stripped of outer ele trons, the radiative
ooling time an be ome longer than the age of the sho k, or the gas
may ool by expansion rather than by radiation. When no radiation
is visible from ooling zones the sho k is alled `nonradiative'. When
radiative ooling does o ur, emission lines from a given ion originate
from a spe i zone where that ion exists. The postsho k gas is not
in ionization equilibrium; initially the gas is mu h less ionized than its
temperature would indi ate, and as the gas ools it an be reheated by
photons from the hotter portion of the sho k, whi h leads to a higher
ionization than would otherwise be expe ted at the lower temperatures
(Raymond, 1979).
The ooling rate L (erg s 1 ) enters into the equation for the rate of
hange of the enthalpy h per nu leus (Cox, 1972):
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Figure 1. Compression a ross a magneti sho k as a fun tion of the fast magnetosoni Ma h number for an ideal monoatomi gas when the in ident magneti eld
lies entirely in the plane of the sho k ( = 90Æ ). The f = 0 line orresponds to the
nonmagneti ase (equation 1). When the sho k velo ity greatly ex eeds both VA
and CS , the ompression approa hes 4, while C 1 for the weakest sho ks.
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where E and m are the mean ionization energy and mass per parti le,
respe tively. As the gas ools, progressively lower ionization states are
rea hed. For example, a high velo ity sho k may have lines of [O III℄
near the front, followed by lines of [O II℄ and nally [O I℄ (e.g. Dopita,
1976). All the important atomi pro esses, su h as harge ex hange,
photoionization, re ombination, ollisional ex itation and deex itation,
and ollisional ionization are in luded in all modern sho k models.
The magneti eld plays a very important role in the postsho k
ow, even if the magneti pressure is negligible ompared to the ram
pressure at the sho k front. Be ause B  n and the gas pressure P 
nT  onstant in the ooling zone of a weakly magnetized sho k, B
 T 1 as long as the magneti pressure is negligible. Hen e, the ratio
of magneti to thermal pressures s ales as T 2 . The temperature an
easily drop by 2 orders of magnitude as the gas ools (equation 2),
I
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so the magneti pressure typi ally be omes omparable to the thermal
pressure as the postsho k gas ools. The main dynami al e e t of the
in reased magneti pressure is to inhibit the ompression within the
ooling zone (e.g. Hartigan et al., 1994).
When the sho k velo ity ex eeds  140 km s 1 , thermal instabilities may o ur in the hot postsho k gas (Innes et al., 1987). Re ent
numeri al simulations of this phenomenon by Sutherland (2002) show
that these high velo ity sho ks develop a fra tal-like stru ture in their
ooling zones. The e e t of this instability on HH jets is un lear; most
HH sho ks lie below the instability velo ity, and those that ex eed it are
always bow sho ks of some sort, where only the apex of the bow should
be unstable. Magneti elds may also inhibit the instability (Innes,
1992).
2.3.

Balmer Emission and the Sho k Front

Although nonradiative sho ks la k ooling zones, emission lines an o ur when gas be omes heated immediately behind these sho ks (Chevalier & Raymond, 1978; Chevalier et al., 1980). For example, any neutral
hydrogen that enters the sho k may be ex ited ollisionally and radiate
Balmer line emission before the atom is ionized. Be ause the ross se tions for ollisional ex itation and ionization mirror ea h other a ross
a wide energy range (Hartigan et al., 2000a), the number of Balmer
photons per in ident H atom is relatively independent of sho k velo ity.
Hen e, Balmer emission at the front should exist over a wide range of
sho k velo ities. As long as neutral H is present ahead of the sho k, a
ollisional omponent to the H line pro les exists even if the postsho k
gas does not ool radiatively.
In supernovae remnants, Balmer laments often mark the leading
edge of the blast wave (e.g Smith et al., 1991), and harge ex hange
gives rise to a broad omponent and a narrow omponent to the emission line pro les (Chevalier & Raymond, 1978). The ratio of these
omponents depends on the ratio of ion and ele tron temperatures
(Ghavamian et al., 2001), and both the sho k velo ity and in lination
of the sho k plane to the observer are derivable from the line pro le
shapes. Broad and narrow omponent line pro les have not yet been
observed in HH sho ks, but Balmer emission from ollisions at the
sho ks has, and provides an e e tive means to study these systems.
2.4.

Radiative Pre ursors

Pre ursors refer to heating that o urs ahead of the main sho k front.
Examples in lude radiative pre ursors, where ultraviolet photons from
the postsho k gas travel upstream and ionize the presho k gas (Shull &
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M Kee, 1979). For very high sho k velo ities and densities, radiation
from this pre ursor an dominate the total line emission (Dopita &
Sutherland, 1996), but radiative pre ursors should not produ e signifi ant uxes in young stellar jets. However, the ionization state of the
presho k gas does a e t the postsho k onditions in HH obje ts; the
postsho k temperature is lower if the presho k gas is neutral than if
the gas is ionized be ause part of the kineti energy in the neutral ase
goes into ionization (Cox & Raymond, 1985). In bow sho ks like those
in HH jets, the presho k ionization should be highest at the apex of the
bow, though a full time-dependent simulation is needed to solve this
problem (e.g. Raymond et al., 1988).
2.5.

Magneti

Pre ursors

If magneti elds are present, the ions and neutrals need to be onsidered as separate uids in the equations (Draine, 1980; Draine et al.,
1983). When the sho k speed is supersoni but submagnetosoni , magneti waves push ions through the neutrals in the presho k gas. As a
result, fri tion between ions and neutrals generates a warm pre ursor
ahead of the sho k. This pre ursor an be ome strong enough that it
overwhelms the J-sho k de ned in x2.1 and produ es a smooth rise in
the density and temperature known as a C-sho k. Both J-sho ks and
C-sho ks are in luded in the expanded de nition of a sho k front given
by Draine (1980) as an irreversible pressure-driven disturban e.
3.

3.1.

Appli ation to Young Stellar Ob je ts

Sho k Waves in Stellar Jets

Stellar jets typi ally appear as a series of highly ollimated knots,
followed at various pla es along the ow with larger bow-shaped stru tures. When the ow has a large neutral omponent, sharp H features
identify lo ations of sho ks in the ow (see x2.3). As predi ted by theory
and by numeri al simulations (e.g. Lind, 1989), a sho k about the size
of the jet often lies along the axis of the ow inside the large bow sho ks.
Known as the Ma h disk, this sho k marks where the jet de elerates as
it en ounters the bow sho k. Ma h disks do not o ur if the bow moves
faster than the jet (as might happen if the ow velo ity de reases with
time). Several ne examples of bow sho k/Ma h disk pairs now exist
(Morse et al., 1992; Heath ote et al., 1996).
When observed with the ex ellent spatial resolution of HST, jets
from young stars usually break up into a series of nested bow sho ks
(Reipurth et al., 1997). Ea h bow sho k moves into the wake of a
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previous eje tion, whi h is why proper motions in jets an be several
hundred km s 1 even though the sho k velo ities are only  40 km s 1 .
The wakes of these bow sho ks are visible well away from the axis of
the jet, but they fade sharply away from the jet. Hen e, the density
exterior to the jet is at least an order of magnitude lower than it is
within the jet, and plays no role in ollimating the ows. This result is
not surprising in light of the lassi images of HH 30 (Burrows et al.,
1996), whi h learly show the jet to be ollimated within tens of AU
from the star, well inside the urved stru ture of the ared a retion
disk.
Unlike extragala ti jets, where hot gas billows away from the bow
sho ks and may even ow ba kwards and intera t with the jet, in stellar
jets the gas that ows through the Ma h disk and bow sho k ools, and
thus stays within the vi inity of the bow. The result is a series of shells
that move outward and sometimes intera t with one another to reate
more sho ks.
3.2.

Magneti

fields

Most theoreti al models of jet ollimation use magneti elds from
a retion disks. Unfortunately, magneti elds are diÆ ult to measure
in jets be ause the line ratios from magneti sho ks resemble those
from nonmagneti sho ks with lower sho k velo ities (Hartigan et al.,
1994). The omponent of the eld parallel to the sho k front a e ts
the ompression in the ooling zone (see x2.2). Using this e e t, Morse
et al. (1992) found B  30 G in the presho k gas of HH 34. Line ratios
also limit eld strengths in the HH 111 jet (Hartigan et al., 2001). For
referen e, if we equate the magneti and thermal pressures in a typi al
ooling zone of a radiative sho k with T 104 K and n  104 m 3 ,
we nd B  600 G. A milli-Gauss eld is too small to redire t the jet
signi antly, but does a e t the ompression markedly.
The only other estimate of HH obje t magneti elds in the literature seems to be that of Ray et al. (1997), who infer large elds of
several Gauss from measurements of polarized radio emission of T TauS
that they attribute to an HH knot  10 AU from the star. If on rmed,
magneti elds will dominate the dynami s within these obje ts.
3.3.

Mole ular Emission and C-sho ks

Several of the most spe ta ular jets (e.g. HH 212 Zinne ker et al., 1998)
radiate mole ular lines that most likely arise in C-sho ks (e.g. Davis
et al., 1999). C-sho ks and magneti pre ursors also mark the lo ations
where jets deposit energy and momentum into mole ular out ows. For
example, in the massive mole ular out ow Cepheus A, H2 lies outside
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of H , as expe ted for a pre ursor. Remarkably, [S II℄ lies between H2
and H , indi ating that it, too, omes from the pre ursor (Hartigan
et al., 2000b). The physi al size of the pre ursor is in line with that
predi ted by theory. The me hanism of ion-neutral heating in the Csho k is very diÆ ult to model a urately, and this is one area of HH
resear h where both observations and theory have room to improve.
Kinemati s of C-sho ks are dis ussed by Flower et al. elsewhere in this
issue.
4.

Mass Loss Rates

The ratio of mass out ow rates to mass a retion rates is a key observable that is also predi ted by models of jets driven by a retion disks.
Mass loss rates are ru ial for understanding how jets are ollimated
and driven, and also determine the impa t these ows have on the
ambient mole ular loud. The following summarizes the strengths and
weaknesses of the most ommonly used methods for estimating this
important number.
4.1.

Hollenba h's Method

One of the simplest methods to measure mass loss rates was rst
des ribed by Hollenba h (1985). In radiative sho ks, the [O I℄ 63m
line dominates the ooling on e the temperature drops below about
T  5000K. Hen e, ea h atom that passes through the sho k radiates
approximately (3/2)kT of energy in this line. The mass loss rate is
then proportional to the luminosity L63 in the 63m line
o

o

M_ =

2L63

(8)
3kT m
The main advantages of this method are that it an be used whenever the luminosity in the [O I℄ 63m line is known, and be ause the
line is in the far-infrared, reddening orre tions are unimportant. The
prin ipal disadvantage is that it assumes that ea h atom goes through
only a single sho k, and as su h provides only an upper limit to the
mass loss for ows like stellar jets that have many sho ks. The large
beam size asso iated with far-IR observations and the relatively poor
instrumental sensitivity also onfuse the interpretation and limit the
number of obje ts where this method an be applied.
o

H
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4.2.

[O I℄

6300

Luminosity

A variant of Hollenba h's method has been used by Kwan & Tademaru
(1995) for the [O I℄ 6300
A transition. The method is the same, ex ept
equation 8 must be orre ted by a fa tor f that represents the number
of [O I℄ 6300
A photons emitted per atom in ident to the sho k, and
the mass loss rate is in reased by a fa tor V/V where V is the ow
speed and V is the sho k velo ity in the jet. The fa tor f an be found
from sho k models and the ratio V/V is known reasonably well from
proper motion studies and emission line ratios.
When applied to T Tauri stars, where there is typi ally both a low
velo ity omponent that may arise from the disk and a high velo ity omponent in the jet, it is better to use only the high velo ity
omponent for the line luminosity. Hartigan et al. (1995) used the highvelo ity luminosity within an aperture to infer a mass; the velo ity and
aperture size then give a mass loss rate. Unlike the KT and Hollenba h
methods, this pro edure will give the same mass loss rate if a larger
aperture is used to observe a radiating jet. However, in onverting from
luminosity to mass one must assume a hara teristi density, whi h
is only known to a fa tor of  4 be ause of un ertainties about the
appropriate average density of the ow (x4.3). Reddening orre tions
a e t these two methods and other pro edures that use opti al line
luminosities to estimate mass loss rates.
S

S

S

4.3.

Emission Line Ratios from Sho ks

By using all the emission lines present in the spe trum and onstru ting
a sho k model that ts them, one an solve for the presho k density
and the sho k velo ity (Hartigan et al., 1994). The mass loss rate is
simply nmVA, where n is the density, m the average mass per parti le,
V the bulk velo ity of the ow, and A the ross-se tional area of the
jet. The tri ky part to estimate is n = n X 1 , where n is the ele tron
density and X is the ionization fra tion. The ele tron density omes
from the ratio of the red lines of [S II℄, and the ionization fra tion from
the sho k model, weighted a ording to where [S II℄ emits.
A drawba k with this pro edure is that it is rather involved; nding
the best mat h to the uxes of dozens of emission lines an be a lengthy
pro edure. Probably the most serious problem is that jets are inherently
lumpy. Mass loss rates in the postsho k gas always ex eed those in the
presho k gas be ause the postsho k gas is denser. Emission lines ome
entirely from the postsho k gas, so some sort of average of the presho k
and postsho k regions are appropriate for an average mass loss rate.
e

e
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The BE Method

Ba iotti et al. (1995) suggested a way to measure ionization fra tions
in jets based on ratios that involve only the brightest lines in stellar jets
{ H , [S II℄, [O I℄ and [N II℄ { that are relatively easy to observe in most
ases. The pro edure approximates the line emitting region as arising
from a single temperature, density, and ionization fra tion. However, in
the ooling zone of a radiative sho k, where more highly ionized spe ies
emit, on average, loser to the sho k than do more neutral atoms,
ea h emission line omes from a range of densities and temperatures
throughout the ooling zone. Serious problems o ur when this method
is applied to H , whi h has a strong ollisional omponent whenever
the presho k gas is neutral; any ratios that involve H must take these
nonequilibrium pro esses into a ount.
Fortunately, H is not essential to this idea; harge ex hange ties
the ionization of O, and, to a lesser degree N, to that of H. Hen e, the
line ratio of O I/N II is sensitive to the ionization fra tion (Ba iotti
& Eislo el, 1999; Ba iotti, 2002). However, if the ooling zone is not
well-resolved spatially between the di erent forbidden lines (a more
diÆ ult task than separating the forbidden line regions from the Balmer
emission at the sho k), then the [S II℄ ratio, whi h determines the
ele tron density, is measured in a lo ation where the physi al onditions
di er from those where one measures [N II℄ and [O I℄. The question
arises as to how well this method works in pra ti e, given that it uses
su h a simple model for the ooling zone.
Tests of the above (BE) method, applied point by point within the
ooling zone of a 35 km s 1 and a 70 km s 1 radiative sho k by the
author show that the method in fa t follows the ionization fra tion quite
well ex ept near the sho k front. Tests on stellar jets (Table 1) also show
good agreement. It is still un ertain over what range of parameters the
BE method might operate. It will likely fail when the sho k velo ity
ex eeds  100 km s 1 and photoionization be omes important in the
ooling zones. Higher sho k velo ities also introdu e more ionization
states for ea h element, whi h are not in luded in the method.
The advantage of the BE method is that it is simple, and the emission lines it requires are bright in stellar jets. As des ribed above, the
method will not work in all ases, but it may prove quite useful for
many HH ows. One disadvantage is that the method uses only a few
of the bright lines; other line ratios may give di erent answers. As with
the other methods dis ussed so far, the main drawba k with BE may be
lumpy ows { any old presho k gas that does not emit line radiation,
but still partakes of the ow, is ignored by this method.
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X(HMR94) X(BE99)
HH 34
0.026
0.027
HH 47
0.055
0.070
HH 111
0.052
0.064
Table 1 The ionization fra tion of three jets from sho k models (2nd olumn,
Hartigan et al., 1994), and BE (3rd olumn, Ba iotti & Eislo el, 1999).

4.5.

Irradiated Jets

All of the above methods give a mass loss rate of zero if no sho ks
o ur in the out ow. Ideally, we would like to measure all of the mass
in the jet, not just the part that is heated by sho ks. Nature provides
a onvenient means to do this if the jet lies within an H II region su h
as Orion (Bally & Reipurth, 2001). Heating within irradiated jets is
a ombination of sho ks and photoionization, so interpreting the line
emission will not be easy, but at least in these ases we an be on dent
we observe all of the gas in the jet. The dis overy of irradiated jets is still
rather new, and models of the line emission do not yet exist. However,
external photoionizing sour es are input parameters to modern sho k
odes, so the problem an be solved with existing tools.
5.

Movies of Stellar Jets from HST

By ombining HST images of jets taken at di erent times it is possible
to dis ern the types of motions present. Two epo hs have so far been
observed for four bright jets, and interpolations between these epo hs
make it possible to follow the stru tural hanges more easily than by
blinking. The main results of these studies for HH 111 (Hartigan et al.,
2001), HH 34 (Reipurth et al., 2002), and HH 1 (Bally et al., 2002)
have already been published. The interpolation method, and a brief
des ription of the HH 47 results is in press (Hartigan, 2003), with a
more detailed des ription of HH 47 in preparation (Heath ote et al.,
2003).
Readers of this arti le are en ouraged to download the movies loated at http://sparky.ri e.edu/hartigan/movies.html. Spa e limits
the dis ussion of the movies in this review, but the main result is that
although jets appear to have a very omplex stru ture, that stru ture
to rst order moves together as a unit. The most interesting regions
dynami ally are the bow sho ks and Ma h disks, where the ow appears
very lumpy both along the jet and perpendi ular to it. Shear o urs
along the edges of the bows, and several new knots appear between the
four years that separate the epo hs.
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